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The Champagne Guide tells you everything you need to know about how Champagne is grown
and made, and how to buy, open, serve and store, all for less than the price of a bottle of
Champagne! A fully-updated colour edition of the internationally acclaimed self-published The
Champagne Guide, winner of the 2011 Louis Roederer International Champagne Writer of the
Year Award for the 2011–2012 edition. The book contains fully independent assessments, with
profiles and ratings, of almost 100 champagne producers – from the smallest growers to the
largest houses. The wines have all been reviewed based on current tastings and the notes are
accompanied by full colour label images.The Champagne Guide 2014–2015 features fully
updated and frank commentary on all the current issues facing Champagne: global warming,
parallel imports, excessive yields, and how to avoid corked, stale and lightstruck champagnes.
The Champagne Hall of Honour ranks the best producers in Champagne this year and the best
champagnes of the year under $60, under $100, under $200, at any price, and the best blanc de
blancs, blanc de noirs, rosé and low dosage champagnes. The world’s most comprehensive and
up-to-date guide to Champagne, featuring all the latest, freshest releases, all tasted
recently.PRAISE FORE THE 2011–2012 EDITION'One of the best books on champagne I have
read.'– Huon Hooke,
Sydney Morning Herald'Outstanding... brave... breathtaking... elegant... I cannot recommend it
too highly
'– James Halliday'That rare thing: a publication 
on wine that is as useful 
as it is beautiful
'– Jancis Robinson'Of the new generation of Champagne specialists, Tyson Stelzer is certainly
one of the most interesting, … with his brilliantly, up-to-date guide'– Tom Stevenson, Decanter
magazine'The best champagne guide 
released in a decade
'– Asian CorrespondentABOUT THE AUTHORTyson Stelzer was named The International
Champagne Writer of the Year 2011 in The Louis Roederer International Wine Writers’ Awards
and The Wine Communicators of Australia Australian Wine Communicator of the Year 2013. He
is the author of 14 wine books and a regular contributor to 15 magazines including Wine
Spectator, Decanter, Qantas The Australian Way, Australian Gourmet Traveller Wine Magazine
and Wine Companion Magazine. He contributes reviews to James Halliday’s Australian Wine
Companion and is a contributor to Jancis Robinson’s The Oxford Companion to Wine, 3rd
edition. Tyson is a consultant to Qantas Airways First Class and Business Class champagne
selection.As an international speaker, Tyson has presented at wine conferences in the UK,
Japan, South Africa, New Zealand and Australia. He is a regular judge and chairman at
Australian wine shows and is a co-creator with UK wine writer Matthew Jukes of The Great
Australian Red Competition and The Great New Zealand Pinot Noir Classification. He is a



winner of the Award for the Best Food and Wine Writing in The Australian Food Media Awards,
and a finalist for the International Wine and Spirit Competition’s Communicator of the Year, and
the Best Wine/Food Guide Book in the Le Cordon Bleu World Food Media Awards. Tyson is 37
years of age and lives in Brisbane with his wife Rachael and sons Linden and Huon.
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Chronos, “Author does an excellent job of describing many champagne houses. Author does an
excellent job of describing many champagne houses, their methods and styles, current trends in
the champagne world. . His ratings are, of course, subjective, as are all ratings. This book is
written for the knowledgeable consumer and I would recommend that if you aren't a cognoscenti
that you read "Champagne for Dummies" first. Its title is a little misleading because it is a fine
primer on the subject. The Champagne Guide is a wonderful reference for up to date information
on the champagne world.”

Oh no, you didn't!, “An absolute must for Champagne aficionados and collectors!. I bought this
book based on recommendation. The person who recommended it is in the restaurant space.I
shared with him a bottle of 2003 Dom Perignon rosé. While the wine failed to impress for €240,
the book did not! It answered all of my questions on the color, body, finish, vintage, lack of
acidity, etc.A great reference book for those of you in the trade and an absolute must for
Champagne aficionados and collectors!”

Craig T, “The best champagne book out there!. This a the definitive guide to of the top
champagne houses and most of the artisnal growers. This author is not biased against growers
as Tom Stevenson is and I think thats good for the consumer who wants the best bang for there
buck. The amount of current information in this book is great. If you're looking for older bottle
information then you should look elsewhere as this book only pertains to whats in the current
market. Some of his ratings of grower champagnes houses seem a little puzzling ( Selosse 8
out 10 ), but thats just his opinion I guess.”

Zildheam L. Dietrich, “beautiful. I am such a fan of champagne and really learned a lot from the
guide.the book itself is beautiful and I have it displayed in my covered deck for guests toread
while enjoying a glass of bubbly.Cant wait what 2016 brings!”

Dale Reardon, “A really comprehensive book about Champagne, the wine and the region in an
easy reading style. This is a really comprehensive book and all the champagnes have been
tasted recently. I have tried a lot of the champagnes and agree with Tyson's rankings. I bought
the previous edition as well so glad to get hold of this updated version. Really recommend
buying the book if you want to know more about champagne, the wines and the region. I also
really like Tyson's writing style - it is very detailed and gives you all the information about
champagne without being snobby or pretentious.”

Katie Cash, “Very good book. A very comprehensive book. Information about traveling there
would make it perfect. I learned a great deal about champagne. Can't wait to taste the
recommendations.”



Gints, “very good and detailed book for professionals and wine lovers. After Juhlins 4000
champagnes, I decided to buy that one as well.It is great, that You can see the labels of
winesWould like to have more information about great small producers”

EC, “Amazing technical information about this fascinating drink. What a book ! Amazing
technical information about this fascinating drink. This australian guy is a real winewriter, not
copying his colleagues but researching by himself. Sorry for Richard Juhlin who produced a very
nice book, unfortunately his degustation notes are too old, some of them from 1999 !Buy the
book of Mister Stelzer, probably the best on the market and I am professionnal.”

@wessington, “Great Guide. Excellent guide, with great info and snippets of history about the
Chamapgne houses. Fabulous and captivating descriptions of the wines too. Reading on kindle
so I may be missing out on the illustrations but it doesn't detract from a great guide.”

mehmetwine, “All champagne houses, with all their cuvée, a .... All champagne houses, with all
their cuvée,  a very handy guide.”

Brigitte Webb, “Five Stars. Good book”

Karen L. Tyson, “Five Stars. Going to work out way through it !?”

The book by Tyson Stelzer has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 36 people have provided feedback.
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